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SSC CGL Exam Questions: General Awareness 

 Who is the president of Srilanka? 
 One question related to Chhattisgarh CM? 
 Who got Padma Shree award in Archery? 
 Questions were asked from ancient history. 
 Thomas British Emperor came in the reign of which Mughal emperor? 
 Which of the following book was not written by Salman Rushdie? 
 Who got Sahitya Akademi Awards in 2019? 
 Which player played double century in continuously 4 test Match? 
 Hampi is located in which of the Indian State? 
 Repo Rate is given by? 
 Who is the author of “An Era of Darkness”? 
 Lead Role Actress in movie Mission Mangal? 
 Who discovered Neutron? 
 Savitri Bai Phule belongs to which state? 
 Dadasaheb Phalke award 2019 received by whom? 
 Madhavpur festival is celebrated in which state? 
 Global Investors meet, Ascend 2020 held in 
 Which of the following was known as Lady Willingdon park 
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 Wings India 2020 to be held at which airport 
 Brand finance nation ranking 2019 
 Last ruler of Nanda dynasty 
 Amit shah released a book recently based on the biography of whom 
 Ajatshatru is the son of? 
 Vinegar has which acid 
 Which gland is present between lungs 
 Which of the following district of Karnataka has the given wildlife sanctuary 
 Industry 4.0 launched with the help of which institute- (options-> IITs) 
 Who was the most recognised ruler of Magadh Empire? 
 Who became the PM of Bhutan in November 2019? 
 Gupta Dynasty implied which tax on harvest? 
 Which of the following helps in maintaining equal pressure on our ear? 
 One question on capitalistic economy. 
 Which Indian is conferred with First International Shooting Federation Blue 

Cross Award? 

SSC CGL Exam Questions: English Language 

 Spelling Error-> Humiliation 
 Spelling Error-> Practical 
 Idioms & phrase-> A hard nut to crack 
 Idioms & phrase-> Take a french Leave 
 Idioms & phrase-> Snake in the grass 
 Cloze Test Topic-> Moral Values 
 Antonym-> Exodus, Obligatory 
 Synonyms-> will be updated 
 Antonym->Hilarious 
 Antonym-> Vicious 
 Objects that shine in the night in sky are known as 
 Synonym-> Implode 
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 Antonym-> Vigilant 
 Idioms & Phrases-> blow one’s own trumpet 
 Topic of cloze test-> will be updated 
 Spelling error – partner & negotiation 
 Idiom – Spill the beans 

SSC CGL Exam Questions: Quantitative Aptitude 

 IF Area of triangle ABC = 44 , Find the area of 
triangle BDE? 

 If the breadth of a rectangle is increased by 40% and length is increased by 
some %, Then find the percentage change in the area of the rectangle? 

 If x^2a = y^2b=z^2c , then x²/y² =? 
 There are 640 students, number of boys = 400, the number of girls =240. If 30 

Girls added then how many boys should be added to make the ratio of boy to 
girl 14:9? 

 If A = 4 sin a , B = 5 cos b , Then Find A^2 + B^2 
 x²+3x+1=7 find x^6+1/x^6 
 The average of 4 numbers is 3 times the 5th number. Average of 5 numbers 

were given. Find 5th number 
 2sin@+ 15cos2@=7 , find tan@+cos@+sec@=? 
 DI based on 4 companies and their data from 2014-2019 
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 Average of 5 consecutive even number is m. If next 5 consecutive even 
numbers is added. Then find its average? 

 Find the value of tan60+cosec60=? 
 In a triangle ABC, AB=AC, Angle A=40. Then find the value of B? 
 In a race A runs at 100m/min, B runs at 120m/min. B looses to A by 10 min, 

then find the total distance? 
 A can complete a work in 20 days, B can do it in 25 days. They both work for 

5 days, then B left. In how will days A will complete the remaining work? 
 Each question has separate DI. 

SSC CGL Exam Questions: General Intelligence & Reasoning 

 If DEPEND coded as EPHTJJ, the find the code of HUNGER? 
 If sum of ages of Ramesh & Suresh on 1st January 2015. And if Suresh is 3 

year older than Ramesh, then what is the age of Suresh in 2010? 
 Series -> difference of prime numbers 
 If A*B->  A is Father of B, A/B -> A mother of B, A-B -> A is sister of B, A+B-> 

A is Son of B. H*L-Q+R-Y, So how L is related to Y? 
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